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To achieve the project goals, the main players in the 
quantum cascade laser and frequency comb community 
have been brought on board. They are represented by senior 
scientists in their mid-career stage guaranteeing a long 
lasting dissemination and exploitation of the project 
achievements.

The expertise of the TERACOMB project partners covers 
the physics and technology of quantum cascade lasers, the 
growth of advanced semiconductor heterostructures, 
terahertz time-domain and time-resolved spectroscopy, 
microwave techniques, fibre laser technology, precise time 
and frequency measurement techniques, and frequency 
comb technology.

Motivated PhD students are always welcome to join the 
project!

Scientific contact:

Dr. Juraj Darmo
Vienna University of Technology
juraj.darmo@tuwien.ac.at

www.teracomb.eu
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Terahertz (THz) waves penetrate many materials of daily use 
like paper, plastics and ceramics. Contrary to other radiation 
types, THz waves are non-ionizing and therefore are in-
herently safe for biological tissues. THz waves are electro-
magnetic waves at a frequency range below that of visible 
light (about 300 GHz to 30 THz, 1 THz = 10¹² Hz). Thus, the THz 
spectral range is located between millimetre waves that are 
used for radio communications and infrared radiation 
(thermal radiation).

As molecules of different substances absorb THz waves in a 
certain way, a specific chemical fingerprint of a sample's 
compounds can be obtained by illuminating the sample with a 
broadband THz light source. Since many packaging materials 
are transparent to THz waves, these screenings can be 
performed quickly and with high efficiency. Due to these 
special properties, THz waves are well suited for applications 
in biomedical imaging, non-destructive testing and quality 
control and for a faster data transmission in the area of 
wireless communications.

Compared to other broadband THz sources (thermal 
emitters, ultrafast lasers), THz frequency combs are compact 
devices that deliver coherent light. Thus, they combine the 
advantages of conventional THz light sources.
 
However, there are currently no powerful and compact 
devices for generating such terahertz frequency combs 
available on the market.

The project goal is to provide the enabling technology for 
realizing a compact, high power and cost effective way of THz 
wave synthesis using a THz frequency comb.

A frequency comb is essentially a laser beam whose spectrum 
consists of many regularly spaced laser lines with different 
frequencies. Despite the huge bandwidth, this light source 
provides both spatially and temporally coherent radiation 
with an excellent brilliance.

Aim of this project is to provide the technological platform 
necessary for enabling the generation of high power THz 
frequency combs with a bandwidth of up to 1 THz and 
sufficiently high frequency stability.

Milestones:

 Realization of a THz quantum cascade laser with a gain 
bandwidth of up to 1 THz

 Demonstration of mode locked operation of such a THz 
quantum cascade laser

 Development of highly sensitive detection methods for 
THz frequency combs

Such THz frequency combs can be used for a variety of 
applications such as: 

 Biomedical imaging 

 Quality control in industry / production

 Quick, sensitive and non-destructive analysis and 
identification of chemicals, e.g. for environmental 
monitoring

 Detection of substances relevant for security, e.g. 
explosives, drugs, chemical and biological agents

Furthermore, THz frequency combs represent an enabling 
technology for the next-generation of wireless com-
munications with transfer rates in the terabit per second 
range.
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